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Letter 746
This Movie Smells of SOG
2019-01-21
Dear Jesus,
In Letter 649 Volume 7 I testify to smelling an odor which emanated from spirit-space.
Then about two weeks ago something very similar occurred. Please allow me to explain.
A while back we watched a movie on DVD. The Title is simply UFO ( © 2018), with one of
the co-stars being Gillian Anderson (“Scully” from X-Files). I found the DVD on
Amazon.com and purchased it because I am both an X-Files fan (and “Scully” was in the
movie), and also a science-Wiction fan. It was also way cheap, which is why I went ahead and
bought it.
Anyway, while we were watching the show, toward the last 15 minutes or so of the movie, I
started to smell a similar odor as to the one described in Letter 649. Like in the Letter, at
Wirst I was trying to Wind an earth-space origin for the smell. But after a few minutes of
snifWing around, I began to “get wise”, and then began to inquire of the Lord Holy Spirit as to
what this was.
I was answered with the knowledge that I was smelling the Doctrine that was being
preached in the movie. This Doctrine of Devils states that there are Intelligent Aliens in the
Universe who want to communicate with Mankind through certain mathematical formulae.
The presupposition at this point in the movie was that the Aliens were benevolent, and only
wanted to say “Hi”.
But I could see (and smell) right through this facade, and knew that the script of the movie
had been produced under SOG* inWluence.
As of this writing there is no Wikipedia.com entry assigned to this movie. It may be that I
can Wigure out how to make new entries to the wiki, and if I do, I will quote this Letter.
*SOG = Sons of God. See Psalms 82.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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